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Donation Report

Total Sunday Collection for January and February - $65,002
Donations made on line for specific ministries or in memorandum - 
$14,672 of which $10,000 is for restoration of the sanctuary 
Youth Ministry Donations - $4,700

Net Income, after all expenses for January/February - $38,078

Expenses to Note

Annual subscription for Called and Gifted and Formed - $3,785

Final Payment for snow removal - $2,910
Diocesan Quarterly Tax (paid in March) - $17,000

Account Status

Operating Account - $248,600 (this includes the $100,000 grant for 
accessibility upgrades)
Reserve Fund (as of February 28th) - $199,800

*We are awaiting an HST return of $20,600
*Financial Update given as of March 1, 2022
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Financial UPDATE



Happy Lent! That seems like a strange statement. After all, is Lent not a somber

time where we are to give things up and spend more time focusing on the

shortcomings in our lives? Well, that is part of Lent. 
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But this year, as things begin to open up, and there are more and more people

able to attend Church, it’s hard not to feel the joy of early spring and the

returning of new life.

Reengaging in parish life has become our new priority as we relearn to be with

other people and to get comfortable again in a crowd. Ash Wednesday was a

delight with a full church and many faces I have not seen in a long time,

wonderful stuff.

Although, I think it has more to do with 

 

in preparation for Easter.

simplifying our day to day 

"
"

PASTOR'S
By: Fr. Rob Arsenault, CC



The snow is beginning to melt away and, despite troubles in the world, there
seems to be new unity and resolve internationally. That I find inspiring, not a
word that I usually associate with Global Politics.

So please do deepen your prayer life. Do not be 
afraid to give up a little something in solidarity 
with those who have lost far more.

Through it all, keep your head up and be strong 
in your faith. The light is literally getting 
brighter as every day our long hope 
for Easter comes a little closer!
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Alpha is up and running and we

have people preparing to 

fully enter into the Church at Easter.
"
"

UPDATE
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THE POWER of
When I moved to Ottawa for work in April 2021, my only friend in the city – and a 

former monk – suggested that I “check out that Annunciation Parish because they 

run regular Alpha programs and that Fr. Rob guy gives good homilies.” (And yes, 

that is an exact quote.)

As a practicing Catholic, I did not know what Alpha could offer me. I already

believed in God so what else was there?

"                    just how much that one simple 
invitation would shape my next year."

I had no idea

"                             the impact the next 12 
weeks would have on my life." 

Little did I know

You see, Alpha is not a catechism program like I originally thought. You do not sit 

through lectures on Catholic Church teachings, you do not dive into the mysteries 

of the Mass, and, to my great surprise, you do not even pray for the first few 

weeks of the course!

 Alpha is an invitation to open the door to an 
encounter with Jesus Christ.

 

   to ask questions and receive answers. Alpha is 
an invitation to be vulnerable, and in doing so, find 

community. And – perhaps most importantly – 

 Alpha is an invitation

 Alpha is an invitation

"Alpha is not a training seminar. 
It is an invitati          "  It is an invitation.

By: Alpha Participant



 

 
So, I extend that very same invitation to you.

Come to Alpha. Come and see.
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INVITATION
Alpha’s impact extends far beyond the 

time you spend in the program. I already 

had my faith, but Alpha invited me to 

experience what I was missing: community. 

My group still gets together every month 

or so for dinner nights (we’re doing 

homemade pizzas for March!) and after 

attending as a participant, I was even 

invited to join another Alpha as a helper.

Imagine my joy when I extended an invite 

to two friends of mine who also joined 

Alpha! And one of those friends even 

accepted an invite and attended Mass 

with me for the first time in years.

We will never know the full impact that

our actions will have on other people, but

if we act with love and charity...

we can be 
catalysts for good.

For me, Alpha was an invite to find 

ways to better express my faith, 

explain what I believed, and 

discover why I believed it. I was 

invited to question and to provide 

answers in an atmosphere where I 

was also encouraged to be 

unapologetically myself. 

This atmosphere of acceptance 

cultivated authentic meaningful 

friendships and – for the first time 

in my life – gave me a community 

of friends who were genuine in 

their prayers and steadfast in their 

love.

Now, that is not to say Alpha was a 

straight shot. There were weeks 

where I left feeling I had said the 

wrong thing or questioned why I 

was even there, but it was the 

loving support of my new friends 

and the continued invitations to 

“join us next week” that kept me 

going back.



As our parish dives deeper into Divine Renovation, we will also be undergoing 

building renovations.

Annunciation of the Lord Parish is a community of faith that seeks to help people 

encounter Jesus and build a relationship with him. We will be making it easier to 

get in and around our church to encourage people to encounter Jesus.

Adjusting the physical church building will help our parish community express our 

welcoming and caring hearts within. We welcomed the opportunity to improve 

accessibility. Our parish pastoral committee recently applied for and received 

an Accessibility Grant from the federal government. The goal is to remove 

accessibility barriers and better protect everyone’s health and safety.

Beginning in the next few months, we will be addressing some of our accessibility 

barriers. We will be installing motion-sensing automatic doors at the rear 

entrance by the parking lot. This will create an inviting glass vestibule and 

eliminate the tripping hazard.

The existing steep ramp in the sanctuary will be removed so that an accessible 

ramp can take its place. This adjustment will require the relocation of the lectern. 

We will also be replacing the carpet.
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REMOVING

By ensuring that everyone can get into our parish, and 

navigate safely within and fully participate in parish life, 

we are removing barriers to encountering Christ in the 

Eucharist and in each other.

removing barriers

By: Cheryl Thompson
 BARRIERS



Accessibility points us to how this parish 

was meant to be used. As the physical 

space is renovated to remove barriers, 

may the barriers in our hearts be removed. 

May the tripping hazards in our souls be 

smoothed so that we do not stumble as we 

draw near to our Lord Jesus. May the level 

and accessible ramp within us be a tool by 

which we can build a more accessible and 

sturdy relationship with our God.
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How can we serve those who’ve fallen away from the faith?
What can we do to support our most vulnerable?
How can we take what we do well and make it even 
better?

It’s been about a month since we started the Synod process at Annunciation of 
the Lord Parish!

The Synod process is an opportunity for our parish community and the general 
public to share what their experiences have been within the Catholic Church. 
Through listening to personal testimonies and discerning with the help of the Holy 
Spirit, it helps give the parish a big picture of what’s working and what could use 
some tweaks.

As we emerge from the Covid-19 pandemic, we’ve talked a lot about the “right 
way” to start opening up. What better opportunity do we have to allow our 
voices to be heard? Being welcoming and hospitable has been a key priority for 
our parish. Listening to the needs of our community is important to moving 
forward.

Hopefully you have had the opportunity to partake in one of our small group 
sessions. Through these sessions we’ve gained beautiful insight into the hearts of 
those around us.

THESE ARE THE QUESTIONS ON OUR HEARTS 

AS WE MOVE THROUGH THE SYNOD:
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SYNOD
 on Synodality

By: Lindsay Delisle



These small group sessions are only the first step in the Synod process though. Our 

next step is to compile two reports – one for our parish and another for the 

Archdiocese. Our parish will use that valuable information to help plan our next 

steps. The Archdiocese will review all submitted reports and use the information 

to discern where God is calling our 

diocese to grow. Reports will go 

to the Canadian Conference 

of Catholic Bishops and finally 

to Rome. 

 

Are you starting to 

see the ripple effect? 

Your voice will be a 

part of the driving 

force within the 

Catholic Church!

Thank you all so 

much for being 

part of this 

journey.    

SHARING
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It is encouraging to see so many people ready and 

willing to pour their hearts out and

listen to the Holy Spirit and his plans for the church.
I don’t know about you, but I can’t wait to see what 

He has in store!

 EXPERIENCES



 Come to Alpha. 
Come and see.
- Alpha participant

So, I extend that very 

same invitation to you: 


